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EL TALLER DEBE SER RESPONDIDO EN INGLÈS, SE DEBE ENTREGAR EN 
HOJAS DE BLOCK, A MANO Y TODO TRADUCIDO A ESPAÑOL 

 

Choose the right modal verb 

1. There are plenty of tomatoes in the fridge. You  buy any. 

2. This is a hospital. You  smoke here. 

3. He had been working for more than 11 hours. He  be tired after such 

hard work. He  prefer to get some rest. 

4. I  speak Arabic fluently when I was a child and we lived in Morocco. But 
after we moved back to Canada, I had very little exposure to the language and forgot 

almost everything I knew as a child. Now, I  just say a few things in the 
language. 

5. The teacher said we  read this book for our own pleasure as it is optional. 

But we  read it if we don't want to. 

6.  you stand on your head for more than a minute? No, I  . 

7. If you want to learn to speak English fluently, you  worry. We will help you 
become a fluent speaker but you have to work hard. 

8. Take an umbrella. It  rain later. 

9. You  leave small objects lying around . Such objects  be 
swallowed by children. 

10. People  walk on the grass. 

 
2. READ THE CONVERSATION AND ANSWER 

Noelia: Argh, this is just ridiculous!  

Paul: Susan again?  

Noelia: Yeah, Susan. She just keeps emailing me about things that have nothing to do with 
work and nothing to do with me. What do you think I should do?  

Paul: Well, if I were you, I'd email and ask her to stop sending them. 

Noelia: I'm not sure that's a good idea. I have to be careful what I say as she's quite an 
important client.  

Paul: Erm, I'm not sure then. Perhaps you could try talking to Yuna about it? 

Bob: Er .. why don't you try doing nothing? 

Noelia: Sorry?  

Bob: Perhaps you could just … do nothing?  

Noelia: Really? I'm not too sure about that. 

Bob: Well, I remember this guy I used to work with, Mark, and he kept emailing again and 
again and again, about all sorts, mostly unrelated to work. Well, I kept responding politely and 
he kept sending them. In the end, I stopped replying to his emails unless they were only about 
work.  
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Paul: And what happened?  

Bob: He stopped sending them. It's a bit like being faced with a dangerous snake. If you 
move quickly, it'll bite you, but if you keep very still and do nothing, eventually it'll move away 
and leave you alone. I had to learn the hard way.  

  
Noelia: Hey, Bob. Have you got a minute? 

Bob: Yeah. 

Noelia: So, I tried what you suggested and I only responded to Susan's emails about work for 
a few days. Then guess what? 

Bob: The irrelevant emails stopped.  

Noelia: Yes! Now she only sends me work-related ones. 

Bob: Well, that's very good news. 

Noelia: All thanks to you, Bob. 

Bob: Any time, Noelia, any time! All in a day's work. Ahh!  

 
WHAT WOULD YOU DO? 
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